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IMBRAVIEH
THE TIME I$ NOW

When Joe and Julie
first visited La Muñeca in 2004,
we were impressed with their
passion for breeding great
cattle and their sharp eye for
good cattle. We sold them
one half of a Simbrah show
heifer and have partnered on
several other great ones since.
We appreciate all that they
do to promote cattle. Joe is
the President of the Texas
Simmental Simbrah Association and
together with Julie and several of their friends, they have produced

LM LF Unica is a polled solid black GENETIC POWERHOUSE
being sired by the many times champion and International
Champion LMC Johnnie Walker bull and the immortal WTR
Baylee cow. UNICA NEARS PERFECTION IN THE FLESH and is a
future donor for our program.

LMC Dolly is a many times champion Simbravieh sired
by “Polled Lightning” and a good La Muneca Simbrah cow.
Dolly is co-owned with the Jimmie Grant family. Dolly has
created lot of interest for Simbravieh at every show. She is a
future donor and will have a big impact on the Simbravieh
breed.

five great American Junior Simbrah Round Ups in a row. As a popular
cattle judge and county agent, Joe has a good pulse on the right
kind of cattle for progressive cowmen to utilize.
Joe and Julie have seen us start and grow the Simbravieh breed
and are very excited about these cattle and their potential. We now
own seven of the best young females in the Simbravieh breed with
Joe and Julie. They are located in the heart of the very productive
Gulf Coast region in Wharton. When in the Houston area, give these
good folks a call and go see their impressive herd. They can help
you start at the top of the Braunvieh, Simbrah and Simbravieh
breeds. LMC and Rafter M both are committed to producing lots
of good Simbraviehs and our share of tomorrow’s great ones.

SIMBRAVIEH – The Time is Now.

LM LF U R Beefy is one of the longest, thickest and strongest
spined Simbraviehs we have produced. She is a full sister to our
Junior Herd Sire, LM LF Braveheart. She is a LMC Johnnie Walker
out of the famous FG Bess cow making her a maternal sib to
Baylee. She will be in our ET program and is a MEAT WAGON.

LM LF Black Baylee is a heavy muscled BABY DOLL sired by
the $22,500 major champion LMC Gig’em and the famous
WTR Baylee donor. She is a full sib to the SYNERGY II top
selling bull, LM LF Revelee that ½ interest sold for $6,800 to
Val Walters. LMC and Rafter M own her and two other full
sibs that are just as good.

LMC RM Bolly is a many times champion daughter of the popular
Vista 4Z Foresight bull that has produced some awesome cattle
for LMC in his first calf crop. His first four daughters averaged
$3,225 at SYNERGY II. Her dam is a champion LMC Stamina
daughter owned by LMC and Rafter M. Bolly is co-owned with
the Jimmie Grant family.

LMC RM Silver Bullet is a young bull that we sold Rafter M and
Jimmie Grant at MAS IV along side of his dam. He is sired by the
top producing Foresight bull and a LMC Golden Boy daughter.
Look for him to become a major player in the Simbravieh and
club calf business. Semen will be available this fall.
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LM LF Goliath is one of the thickest and most correct young BEEF
BULLS in the Simbravieh business. He is sired by our International
Champion Red Bullet and the famous BOR Focus cow, an own
daughter of the super popular Phenomenon cow of Broken Oak’s.
He is co-owned with the McCoy family. Semen is available.

email: LaMunecaCattle@aol.com
Please visit our website at

www.lamunecacattle.com

